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griffinii Mantello griffinii, the Bailey's mantello, is a species of bird in the family Thraupidae. It is found in the Brazilian Amazon, eastern and central Paraguay, southeastern Bolivia, northeastern Peru and eastern Ecuador. Its natural habitats are
subtropical or tropical dry forests, subtropical or tropical moist shrubland, and heavily degraded former forest. References Bailey's Mantello Category:Birds of the Brazilian Amazon Category:Birds of the Colombian Amazon Category:Birds of the
Ecuadorian Amazon Category:Birds of the Peruvian Amazon Bailey's Mantello Category:Taxonomy articles created by Polbot# definition of a sub-shell script # # for each line in the input file, process it in the given # fashion, using the given
filename as that line's index. # # the first line of the input file is a list of the shell commands # that will be executed in the sub-shell. # # for example: # echo "#!/bin/sh" # echo "echo something" # echo "exit 0" # # the next line is the filename,
declared in /, and so we will assume # it is indeed a standard shell script file. # # in our example, /init.sh will be read before this file, so that # /init.sh will be executed. # # the next line is a keyword. Each keyword is read only once, and # the
command is executed in the context of the keyword. # # the next line is the value of a variable. # # the next line is a string. A single space is printed, and then # the string is read for every character that comes after the space. # # the next line is
an integer. The following integer in the string # is decremented. # # the next line is another integer. The integer is incremented. # # the final line is a boolean. If it
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